
Raymo..d Carroll 	 3/20/93 
9 Drian 
Commack, flY 11725 

Dear Ray, 

I never heard of the outfit Livingstone said is out to get him. I know of nobody 
who is, for thee matter. Ile had a couple of strong disagreements with two I  have nothing 
to de with and all those saying anything about him now are merely trying to da::end them-
selvee from his uglimet lies. Did he tell you anything about Firohel, which I'm more ready 
to believe he made up than exists, or how he got that? I heard of someone having the 
second page of the two you sent me. I have difficulty txiDt believing thit anyone believes 
he is worth the time ether than in self-defense and I've not heard of that outfit from 
any of them. 

Aeon he infer:; to "key players2, of it does,in the research community," I'd have to 
have heard of that if it existed. I think it is part of his sickness, that he invents 
what does not exist to portray himeelf as persecuted.Se is even capable of lasing his on 
fabrication in his book. 

'lime who are ware of the vicious personal attacks he has made are very few. So 
fee that only two of those he alleges are my colleges in the imagined campaign against 
him have let me know he attacked them. I know of nothing published. 

So, how could Firehel got started and how can it know 

I also have heard of no "compliations" against him. 

But because he has menaced me and three others I'm interested in anything at all 
about what he is doing. 

Gary Hurr's  ddress is 11 Victoria St., E, Box A. 28, Cookstown, Ontario Canada 
LOL ILO. 

Thanks and best wishes, 
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CONFIDENTIAL 
FOit EYES ONLY 	

07 February 1993 
To 

Fax 

agraT 	_F It VIZ  k 

Mr. 

The nature of this letter is confidential,'and for your eyes only the source of it is not important, I would like to make you aware of an underground movement in the research community that now encompasses over a dozen key players in the research world designed for the specific purpose of discrediting Harrison Edward Livingstone for his negative impact on the credibility and integrity of the research community. 	Livingstonee most recent escapades in Dallas and New York involving his attacks on key critic. and harassment of others by an underground network known only as the "Baltimore Cops" has prompted many to take action to preserve the well being of our community and our commitment to the truth, 

In the past, Livingstone has operated as same pseudo dictator of the critics circle having attempted to buy his way into professional relationships, as well as attempting to discredit others who have ongoing research and scholarship in the works. In addition, a thorough factual review of High Treason I1 has been conducted by an independent law firm for accuracy and integrity, and the results have been seemingly overwhelming that Livingetone has fabricated, and in some oases even distorted the truth of previous actions of others and their works. 

I don't know how aware you are of the personal attacks Livingstone has waged against individuals and the personal campaign' he has waged against critics and their families. Me has been the direct source of rumors that encompass pure fabrication of the credibility of such distinguished members of the community that include personal attacks against Robert Oroden, David Litton. Jim garre, Harold Weisberg, Mark Lane, and I suspect even yourself. 

The collection of individuals that I represent, herein referred to as FIREMEL, have carefully compiled all this information as well as other personal information about Livingstone'e personal history that are simply shocking as a collection. 	I assure you that all this information is accurate, and has been oonfirmed by literally dozens of reliable sources stretching from Silver Springs, Mar/land to Dallas, to New York. Only now that we are 100 percent positive of the claims we have made against Livingstone are we prepar*d to take action, 

aRAIVeltttc.,MV-Z4!..Z.0.7.7=TrAW:4=crWIM.,74 7.',"' 



I should also make you aware that Livingstone's lavish visits to Dallas, including first class accomadetions and side deals cut with fellow cohorts, has lad us to question the origin of Livingstone's financial backing; we believe he may be an agent funded by the government and designed to destroy the research community, 

I would like to ask you to join our efforts and become part of FIREHEL as we prepare to go public with our information. We now have set the time and place of the release of this information, and would like you to offer any additional information that might assist us in reaching our goal of disbanding Livingstone from the community. Once you confirm your loyalty, I will provide you with copies of all our information and sources. 	I will be vontacting you sometime in march and ask that you seriously coDRIder whether or not you oan afford to be the next persona! target of Livingstone. 

It is imperative that you are prepared to participate by the next time I contact you, 45 we are considering presenting this information to the community at the Chicago Conference April 2. 1993. 

The wrath of this negative force in our community has delivered Seemingly unrepairable blows to not only some individuals, BUT ALL OF US. 	We must discredit and disband Livingstone before he is allowed to continue his efforts against the community as a whole. In addition, the upcoming anniversary of the assassination has allowed many critics to produce scholarly and accurate work that now is threatened by the efforts of Livingstone as he is close to infiltrating the networks set up in the Northeast and Dallas that have worked so hard to complete these works. 

We have also received word from numerous reliable sources that Livingstone is now working on High Treason III and is attempting to discredit many who have worked hard to esteblieh themselves and their findings. 

To confirm receipt of this memorandum, in the next few weeks I will provide you with a Western Union account number that contains five dollars cash and will be accessible only through the password 
FIREHEL. 	Once this money is withdrawn off Western Union, I will take that as notification of your loyalty and will contact you directly after that point. 

Again, I can not stress the severity and urgency of our underground to succeed, and how important your support will be. Please do not share any information oontained in this letter with anyone, and if you have contact with Livingstone I suggest you sever them 
immediately an you could easily be construed as a Livingst 
supporter. and that could be unfortunate . . . 
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